
 

 

 

 

1 Composition                                                     

 

Write an assay about ( career ) using the notes below  
 

 

explore  -extremely - relationships –determine  -society –status  -define  -impact Guided words: 

available - options – prospects- decision - advice – elders-recommended-experienced.   
 

             

                         Career 
     Career is a very important thing in one’s life. Whatever career path you choose to follow, it will 

 impact your life greatly. Your career will define your status in a society in addition to your  

lifestyle. In other words, your career will determine your social circle and relationships. 
 

    Therefore, it is extremely important to choose the correct career path. We can explore the 

 various available career options on the internet as well as their prospects before we make the  

final decision. However, advice from the elders is still recommended as they are more experienced.  
 

 
 

2 Composition 
  

 Write an assay about ( Advertisement ) using the notes in the table below : 
 

 

 -brand  –company  -image -seeks  - particular -public –conveying  -method  Guided words:   

Product-service-medium – communicate – buyers- customer – online- intention- usefulness-   

benefits – product-allow – choices – scams    

              

       Advertisement 
            

      Advertising is a method of conveying a message to the public. In particular, an  

advertisement seeks to present a positive image of a company, brand, product, or service.     
 

    There are many mediums through which we can communicate with the buyers. The best 

 way to communicate with today’s customers is online advertisements. 
  

     The intention of advertisement is usually aims to show the public usefulness and the 

 benefits of the product. This allows them to make good choices and not fall to scams . 
 

 
 

 

 

3 Composition 
  Write an assay about ( Changes in Communication ) using the notes : 
 

 

 

-cellphones-telephones -touch -letters  -technology  -dramatically Guided words: 

Computers- email- humans - extremely - easy -fast - grow - solution - problems   

controlled – greater- good - humanity  
 

.                  

  Changes in Communication 
            

     Over the years, communication has changed dramatically. We went from having basically 

 no technology and having to send letters to someone, to having everything at the touch of  

our hands. There’s now telephones, cellphones, computers, and email; which makes the way 

 we humans communicate extremely easy and fast. 
   
 

    Communication shall grow even more to become a large solution to many problems  

around the world if it is controlled and used for the greater good of humanity.   

 


